
At the output terminals:
high voltage with a 
frequency of approx.20,000 Hz

At the input terminals:
230 Volt with a frequency 
of 50 Hz

The EVG converts the mains voltage (50 Hz) into a 
high voltage with a frequency of approx. 20 kHz

Parasitic current due to
cable capacitances

Efficient current
through the tube

Clearance between live parts and earthed 
metall (according to EN 50107)

1,000 V: 13.5 mm
2,000 V:    18 mm
4,000 V:    27 mm
8,000 V:    45 mm

A large number of 
neon tubes 
within a small space

EVGs work with an operating frequency of approx.

20,000 Hz. The great advantages of EVGs result 

from this relatively high frequency:

- small dimensions / low weight

- integrated earth leakage trip / open circuit protection

- flicker-free light

- dimmability, etc.

However, this frequency can also be the cause of

faults, which must be taken into account when

installing the system:

One possible effect of the high frequency - together

with the high voltage on the output side - is the 

generation of a capacitance current:

- between the high-voltage cables

- between an high-voltage cable and a metal object

- between tubes with a large potential difference

Parallel high-voltage cables generate capacitances 

which may cause a parasitic current to flow. Possible

results are inconstant brighness, excessive heating

of the convertor or radio interference. Therefore, 

as a rule:

Do not install the cables from the convertor to the

tubing parallel to each other and keep them as 

short as possible.

If the distance between the high-voltage connections

(live parts) is too short there is the risk of a

 (electric arc), which can 

trigger the earth leakage trip. This process is 

supported by moisture, therefore:

sparkover to the metal

Observe the minimum clearances (according to VDE)

If a large number of tubes are connected to the

convertor in a relatively small space, the neon

glows even if the maximum tube length is 

exceeded.

However, no more neon tubing should be connected

than indicated in the tube length table as overheating

of the convertor may occur !
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